
CREATIVITY
Resoltech’s laboratory has a proven track in creativity, meaning formulating products competitors do not have. 
For example, water based epoxy systems, lower viscosity infusion & injection systems, 1100°C temperature 
resistant epoxy compounds, polyester compatible epoxy systems, easy fillers and much more. This gives you the 
leading edge in your market.

QUALITY
Resoltech manufactures its products in a modern factory in France to the highest standard. Quality is constant 
and paramount since many users of RESOLTECH materials require absolute reliability in the air, on land and at 
sea.

FLEXIBILITY
Resoltech is not a multinational company. Being independent and of human size means we are more flexible, 
able to respond and support you faster and better. We can create and bring a new product on the market 
faster.

COSTS
Our policy of controlled overheads and improved efficiency means our prices are competitive. We do not 
invest in glossy advertising. We privilege R&D and customer support instead.
 
SAFETY
All of Resoltech resin systems are modern and safer to use than many older formulations still on the market. 
They do not contain dangerous chemicals such as DDM or MPDA. While this may not be the cheapest way to 
manufacture resins, we consider the health of our customers and their employees to be priceless.

CUSTOM FORMULATION
Resoltech can create new resin systems in cooperation with your technical people and manufacture them either 
under your own brand or ours. They can be supplied in the packaging of your choice, including twin cartridges. 
A unique and efficient service providing you with the products your customers need.

COMPLETE SOLUTION
Resoltech manufactures resin systems and also supplies woven and non woven reinforcements in glass, aramid 
and carbon, core materials and vacuum bag disposables. This enables us to ship a complete package for any 
project worldwide.

WEB SITE
Our web site is not just an on-line brochure. It is also a tool containing valuable information about the use of 
composites and enables users to download data sheets. It is expanding every month.

MORE MARKET OPPORTUNITIES
The Resoltech range of products is being used in high performance applications in markets such as aerospace, 
marine, automotive, building, corrosion protection, military, wind energy, infusion & injection, decoration, 
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